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From the results of a search for "A Geography of Poets: An Anthology of the New Poetry" on Google Books, it appears that Edward Field has edited an anthology titled "A Geography of Poets: An Anthology of the New Poetry." This anthology has been published by Bantam Books in 1979.


Edward Field is also known for his poetry, which has been anthologized in various publications. His works have appeared in anthologies such as "The Carnegie Mellon Anthology of Poetry," "The Working Poet," and "A New Geography of Poets." His poetry has been published by出版社 like Bantam Books and Eros Live Poets Society.

Edward Field is a noted poet and editor, recognized for his contributions to the field of contemporary American poetry.
Buy A Folio Anthology of Poetry online at the Folio Society from the world's most extensive selection of beautifully illustrated books. Introduced by Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy, this anthology is a celebration of poetry and the passion it inspires. It gathers together more than 300 of our favourite poems, spanning over 400 years from the Tudor court verse of John Skelton and Thomas Wyatt to Yeats's 'Politics', first published in 1938. The Folio Book of Food and Drink is an anthology of culinary delights, stimulating appetites with literary extracts including Jane Austen, Charles Dickens, Elizabeth David and Nigel Slater. This collection exclusive to Folio features a mouthwatering introduction by food writer Jojo Tulloh, and a selection of cartoons and 19th-century illustrations. A Book of Luminous Things: An International Anthology - A Book of Luminous Things collects over 300 poems, each with a short commentary by the anthology's editor Czeslaw Milosz. The poems are organized thematically into ten categories with titles like "Nature," "People among People," and "The Secret of a Thing." Each section contains works by a range of poets who are diverse in geography, culture, and time period. For over three generations, the Academy has connected millions of people to great poetry through programs such as National Poetry Month, the largest literary celebration in the world; Poets.org, the Academy's popular website; American Poets, a biannual literary journal; and an annual series of poetry readings and special events.